( 1.!!Introduction! Most!Swedes!own!shares!in!Swedish!equity!mutual!funds.!Vestman!(2013)!reports!a!stock! market!participate!rate!outside!the!pension!system!equal!to!63!percent!at!the!household!level! and!an!average!equity!fund!holding!of!SEK!79,000!(USD!12,000).!In!addition,!employers!make! mandatory!contributions!to!the!funded!part!of!the!public!pension!system!amounting!to!2.5!per! cent!of!gross!wages!and!wage!earners!can!choose!to!invest!the!contributions!in!more!than!800! mutual!funds.!Based!on!historical!rates!of!return,!the!funded!part!of!the!public!pension!system! may!come!to!contribute!as!much!to!wage!earners'!pensions!as!the!nonIfunded,!transfer!part!of! the!system.!In!addition,!three!quarters!of!Swedish!households!make!voluntary!investments!in! broad!Swedish!equity!mutual!funds.!Consequently,!the!choice!between!different!equity!mutual! funds!may!be!quite!important!for!most!Swedes.! ! Most!investors!in!equity!mutual!funds!presumably!have!little!or!no!knowledge!about!the! equities!that!funds!hold!and!the!corporations!that!have!issued!them;!they!simply!want!to!have! some!exposure!to!the!stock!market.!When!the!financial!industry!or!various!media!advise! investors!on!the!choice!of!funds,!they!frequently!recommend!actively!managed!funds!with! superior!past!performance,!based!on!the!belief!that!superior!performance!can!be!attributed!to! stock!picking!skill!and!that!such!skill!is!persistent.!In!contrast,!when!a!financial!economist!in! academia!is!asked!for!advice,!he!or!she!is!likely!to!recommend!a!lowIcost!index!fund,!based!on! the!assumption!that!actively!and!passively!managed!funds!can!be!expected!to!earn!the!same! return!as!the!stock!market!before!expenses,!but!the!latter!are!likely!to!do!so!at!a!lower!cost.!! ! Most!of!the!empirical!evidence!based!on!data!on!the!U.S.!mutual!fund!market!support! the!efficient!market!hypothesis. !Carhart!(1997) !finds!that!most!funds!underperform!by!about! the!magnitude!of!their!investment!expenses,! Kosowski!et!al!(2006) !that!the!average!net!riskI adjusted!(excess)!return!per!year!is!I1.2!per!cent, !Fama!and!French!(2010) !that!it!is!-1!per!cent,!! Barras!et!al!(2010)!!I0.5!per!cent,!and!Berk!and!Binsbergen!(2012)!!-0.7!per!cent.!! Although!Sweden!has!among!the!highest!equity!fund!penetration!rates!in!the!world,! there!is!very!little!evidence!on!the!performance!of!Swedish!equity!mutual!funds.!Only!two! studies!have!been!published.!The!first,!by !Dahlquist!et!al.!(2000) ,!separates!equity!funds! according!to!the!taxation!of!returns!to!investors.!The!study!finds!that!funds!without!preferential! tax!treatment!have!positive!but!insignificant!average!and!median!excess!net!returns!of!0.5!and! 0.1!per!cent!per!year,!and!that!funds!with!preferential!tax!treatment!have!average!and!median! net!excess!returns!of!-1!and!-0.7!per!cent!per.!!The!second!study,!by !Engström!(2004) ,!finds!an! average!net!excess!return!of!1.7!per!cent.!! ! Our!study!covers!a!more!recent!and!longer!time!period.!We!find!average!equalI weighted!gross!excess!returns!of!0.90!per!cent!per!year!and!net!excess!returns!of!I0.45!per! cent.!This!seems!to!indicate!the!existence!of!some!skill!in!stock!picking,!but!also!that!fund! managers!on!average!are!unable!to!compensate!investors!for!the!cost!of!management.!! We!also!estimate!excess!returns!of!index!funds,!a!product!segment!that!is!still!small!but! growing!in!Sweden.!We!find!that!index!funds!on!average!deliver!returns!equal!to!their! respective!benchmarks!before!costs,!but!that!large!differences!exist!across!funds.!When!funds! are!evaluated!against!the!whole!stock!market,!we!find!substantial!underperformance.!!The! average!equalIweighted!gross!and!net!excess!returns!are!I0.92!and!I1.31!per!cent!per!year.! Further,!the!median!index!fund!has!performed!worse!than!the!median!actively!managed!fund.! This!underperformance!can!be!explained!by!the!fact!that!a!majority!of!index!funds!use! benchmarks!for!a!subset!of!the!stock!market!consisting!of!the!largest!and!most!traded! companies,!whose!performance!has!been!below!average.!!! !The!finding!that!actively!managed!funds!have!higher!net!excess!returns!than!index! funds!on!average!means!that!the!advice!to!investors!to!choose!a!lowIcost!index!fund!over!an! actively!managed!fund!must!be!qualified.!The!index!fund!should!not!be!picked!at!random.!Even! paying!attention!to!the!tracking!error!and!the!fee!is!not!sufficient!-!the!index!fund's!benchmark! index!also!matters.!! ! Although!actively!managed!funds!do!not!earn!positive!net!excess!returns!on!average,! some!do.!!This!is!commonly!taken!as!evidence!of!superior!stock!picking!skills.!However,!we!find! little!evidence!of!persistence!in!returns!and!consequently!little!to!indicate!the!presence!of!skill.! Regardless!of!whether!funds!rank!high!or!low!based!on!past!performance,!their!returns! converge!very!quickly!and!become!similar!after!two!or!three!years.!This!accords!well!with!the! findings!of!Carhart!(1997)!for!U.S.!equity!mutual!funds,!except!that!he!finds!that!the!bottom! decile!of!funds!underperforms!persistently.!
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The!presence!of!persistently!high!returns!may!indicate!the!presence!of!skill,!but!it!can! also!be!the!outcome!of!luck.!We!make!a!direct!investigation!of!whether!superior!and!inferior! performance!should!be!attributed!to!superior!and!inferior!skill!or!to!good!and!bad!luck!by! employing!a!version!of!the!bootstrap!method!in! Kosowski!et!al!(2006) .!Simulated!crossI sectional!distributions!of!gross!and!net!returns!are!created!repeatedly!under!the!assumption! (null!hypothesis)!that!gross!and!net!excess!returns!are!zero.!Actual!gross!and!net!returns!are! then!compared!to!the!simulated!average!gross!and!net!returns.!We!find!that!actual!gross! returns!are!insignificantly!different!from!the!simulated!gross!returns,!except!for!approximately! ten!percent!of!all!the!funds!(13!of!105!funds)!in!the!second!and!third!decile.!In!other!words,! there!is!little!evidence!of!general!presence!of!skill.!It!follows!that!it!is!even!less!likely!that!some! managers!possess!sufficient!skill!to!deliver!positive!net!excess!returns!to!investors.!This!is! 3! ! indeed!the!case;!no!actual!net!excess!return!is!statistically!significantly!greater!than!the! corresponding!simulated!return.!A!handful!of!funds!deliver!so!poor!net!excess!returns!that!it!is! very!unlikely!that!bad!luck!alone!would!be!the!cause.! ! ! 2.!Data!sources!and!data!construction!! Our!fund!universe!consists!of!115!actively!managed!mutual!funds!holding!a!broad!set!of! equities!of!corporations!listed!on!the!Stockholm!Stock!Exchange,!plus!15!passively!managed! funds!tracking!a!variety!of!indexes!related!to!the!same!exchange.!Specialized!funds,!for!example! funds!that!invest!in!specified!industries!or!in!small!cap,!are!excluded.!It!should!be!noted!that! some!funds!may!have!a!small!share!of!their!assets!in!equities!listed!abroad!and!that!funds!must! hold!a!minimum!amount!of!liquidity!for!transaction!purposes;!the!amount!can!vary!over!time.! Our!principal!period!of!investigation!is!January!1999!to!December!2009.!We!lack!data!to! adjust!returns!for!size!and!value!bias,!as!proposed!by !Fama!and!French!(1993) ,!for!later!years,! but!we!can!show!that!simple!betaIadjusted!excess!returns!change!little!when!the!period!of! investigation!is!extended!to!August!2013.!The!minimum!number!of!consecutive!monthly! returns!required!for!a!fund!to!be!included!is!36. Table! 1.!The!equallyIweighted!average!absolute!net!return!-!without!risk!adjustment!-!of!the! 115!actively!managed!funds!was!lower!than!that!of!the!market!portfolio!by!18!basis!points! during!the!period!1999I2009.!But,!as!reported!in!Table!2,!the!average!total!expense!ratio!was! 1.32!per!cent!and!the!average!total!cost!share!-!which!includes!trading!costs!in!addition!to! expenses!I!was!1.59!per!cent.!This!means!that!the!gross!return!of!the!average!equity!mutual! fund!was!substantially!higher!than!the!stock!market!return.!!We!cannot,!however,!conclude! that!this!is!due!to!true!stock!picking!skills!of!fund!managers!before!adjusting!fund!returns!for! systematic!risk.! Table! The!top!four!deciles!of!all!actively!managed!funds!have!obtained!positive!net!excess!returns!on! average!over!a!period!of!eleven!years,!and!the!top!five!funds!achieved!excess!net!returns!of! more!than!5!percent!per!year.!Financial!advice!on!investing!in!mutual!funds!is!often!based!on! past!performance.!The!presumption!is!that!superior!past!performance!is!due!to!skill!and!that! skill!is!persistent.!! To!examine!the!presence!of!funds!with!persistent!superior!performance!in!our!fund! universe,!we!sort!funds!into!deciles!according!to!performance!and!then!estimate!their! performance!during!subsequent!years,!following!Carhart!(1997).!We!note!that!this!approach!is! subject!to!possible!model!misspecification,!since!the!same!performance!attribution!model!is! used!to!rank!funds!and!to!measure!performance.!If!the!model!has!a!bias!in!risk!adjustment,!for! example!due!to!an!omitted!variable!or!in!the!construction!of!risk!factors,!the!bias!in!ranking!will! also!affect!the!subsequent!measurement!of!performance.! We!choose!to!rank!funds!on!their!performance!during!a!three!year!period!rather!than! on!a!shorter!period!to!reduce!noise.!Our!first!ranking!period!is!1996I1998.!Based!on!their!net! excess!return!alphas,!funds!are!grouped!into!deciles,!the!first!decile!having!the!highest!and!the! tenth!the!lowest!performance. 
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